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Abstract

A survey is presented of the physics of the electroproduction of hadrons from nuclear

targets, eA —» e'h X. Variables and structure functions are specified. The parton model

description of electroproduction is summarized; fragmentation functions are defined

and their properties are listed. Specific measurements are suggested. Predictions of

the pion exchange mode! are presented for the nuclear dependence of eA —> e'hX,

including a discussion of the special subprocess en —* e'n in which scattering occurs

from the pion constituents of nuclei.
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1. Introduction

This workshop was organized to identify aspects of the structure of nucleons and

nuclei which might be studied profitably with internal targets principally at the PEP

electron positron storage ring at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The energy

of the incident electron (positron) beam would be limited initially to the "intermediate

energy" range, E <, 15 GeV.

A considerable literature has developed on nuclear dependence1 of deep inelastic

inclusive (or single-arm) lepton scattering* eN —+ e'X, prompted by the observation2'3'4

of intriguing differences between the inclusive structure functions of nucleons and nuclei

(the "EMC" effect). In eN —> e'X, e and e' denote the initial and final electron, and N

may be a free nucleon or a nucleus. Symbol X represents an inclusive sum over all final

states. The data show directly that the quark momentum distribution of a nucleus differs

significantly from that of a free nucleon. It is natural to inquire whether more differential

measurements would shed further light on the dynamics underlying nuclear dependence.

In this paper, I will focus on the theory and phenomenology of semi-inclusive (or two-arm

coincidence) measurements: eN —> e'hX; h labels a specific final state hadron (e.g. n, K,

p,...) whose momentum is measured.

My intent is not to present a comprehensive review of the electroproduction of

hadrons. Rather, I will define variables and cross sections, raise some issues pertinent

to nuclear dependence, provide references, and try to communicate a particle physicist's

perspective on semi-inclusive processes to an audience composed primarily of nuclear physi-

cists. One indication of the gulf that has developed between our disciplines is that we have

developed different dialects and symbols: coincidence measurements and (e,ef7r) are the

translations of semi-inclusive measurements and eN —• e'irX. Summaries of many general

properties of the distribution of final state hadrons from leptoproduction experiments may

be found in the review by Schmitz6 and in numerous papers from the European Muon

Collaboration.6

In Section 2,1 define the five independent kinematic variables and four independent

structure functions, ff/V'ft, necessary to specify the process eN —• e'hX. Next, in Section 3,

the parlon model description of inclusive and semi-inclusive inelastic electon scattering is

reviewed.7'B>9 Fragmentation functions are defined, some of their properties are listed, and



measurements are suggested for determining specific fragmentation functions and their

A dependence. In Section 4, 1 discuss a particular high twist contribution10'11 to the

quark fragmentation function.10 Section 5 includes statements concerning the nuclear (A)

dependence of eA —> e'hX based on the pion exchange model12 used to explain the nuclear

dependence of the inclusive process eA —• e'X. In Section 6, I present predictions for the

contribution of the elastic scattering process en —+ e'n to eA -> e'irX, where the initial n

in eir —> e'n" is a pion bound in nucleus A. A summary is found in Section 7.

2, Kinematics, Definitions, Cross Sections, and Structure Functions

I begin with the fully inclusive scattering of an electron or muon from either a

nucleon N or a nuclear target A% sketched in Fig. l(a). This process is usually denoted

IA —* t'Xy where symbol X represents an inclusive sum over all final states. The initial

four-momenta of the lepton and the target are denoted by k and p. The four-vector q is the

momentum transfer from the initial lepton to the target; that is, it is the difference between

the four-momenta of the initial and final leptons. The laboratory energies of the initial

and final leptons are E and E'\ u is the energy transfer, E — E', in the laboratory frame.

It is conventional to define Q2 = q2 — u2 = — q2 > 0, and two dimensionless variables x

and y, x = Q2/2MNU, y = u/E, where Mjv is the mass of the nucleon. (Boldface symbols

represent Euclidean three-vectors.)

The deep-inelastic domain is that in which the energy transfer is large compared to

the four-momentum transfer,

= Q2/(2MNx)2 » 1. (1)

Light-front components p± of any four-vector p are defined by

p * = j i P ± n - p , (2)

where n is a unit vector chosen in the direction of the momentum transfer, n = —q/|q|. For

deep-inelastic scattering, q~ w 2u, q+ « 0, p • q « \p*q~ « p^u. Light-front momentum

fractions are defined as ratios of plus-components (or of minus-components) of momenta

and are thus invariant under longitudinal boosts.

In the one photon exchange approximation, the differential cross section for inclu-

sive inelastic scattering of a charged lepton (eA —> e'X or \iA —> fi'X) by any target is



proportional to tensors /*,,(<?,&) and FXl>(q,p) that depend respectively on the properties

of the lepton and the target only:

<P° 4TT « ' 2MN y

dxdy~ Q*

The tensor Fxp is a linear combination of "structure functions", invariant functions of

Q2 and p • 9, multiplied by universal covariant functions of p and q. In the case of the

scattering of unpolarized particles, there are two structure functions for the conserved

electromagnetic current: Fi(x', Q2), x' = Q2/{2p • q) = x(MNu/p • q).

In the deep-inelastic approximation,

- y)F?(x',Q*) + 2x'F»{x\Q*)(y>/2)} /y, (4)

for scattering by a nucleon, and

- y)F2
A(x>A,Q2) + 2xAF?{xA,Q*)(y*/2)} /», (5)

for a nucleus. Note that the nucleon number A is used as a label to identify the nu-

cleus. In Eq. (5) for the nucleus, variable x'A, which is a multiple of x', is defined

by x'A — Q2A/(2pA • q). If the nucleus is at rest, x 'A is approximately equal to x:

x'A — XAMN/MA « x. The ranges allowed kinematically for x' of the nucleon and for

x^ are (0,1) and (0,A) respectively. The structure functions F* and Ff are structure

functions per nucleon.

In Eqs. (3)-(5) the momentum of the target enters only through the variable x'.

This means that for a collection of incoherent free nucleons the momentum averaged cross

section is related to momentum averaged structure functions in the same manner as the

cross section per nucleon of the nucleus is related to the structure functions of the nucleus

per nucleon. The momentum average is called Fermi smearing.

To separate the contributions of Fj4 and Ff at fixed x and Q2 it is necessary to

study the cross section as a function of y = vjE = Q2/ (2MNE), i.e., as a function of

energy E. If the Callan-Gross relation is imposed, i.e. [(F2 - 2xFi) /2xF\\ = OLJOT — 0,

then the cross section per nucleon may be expressed in terms of Ff(x, Q2) alone:

d2a 4na2MNE
dx dy Q4 [l + (l~y)2]F2

A(x'A,Q2). (6)



In the semi-inclusive or two-arm coincidence process, eA —> e'hX, sketched in

Fig. l(b), four momenta fc, k', and p/, of the initial and final lepton and of hadron h are

measured, but an inclusive sum is otherwise made over all possible final states X allowed

kinematically. For a fixed total energy, five independent kinematic variables are necessary

to specify the final state. Two of these variables, x and Q2 are determined by the incident

and outgoing lepton. They are identical to those of the fully inclusive case. The remaining

three variables specify the final hadron h. I'll work with a set which has become standard

in particle physics: z, |pV|> <£• Here, z is a ratio of dot products of four vectors:

^ (7);
9-PA

Px is the component of the final hadron's three-momentum transverse to the direction

specified by q; and <f> is an azimuthal angle:

cos<f> = ( - q x k) • ( - q x p / ;) / |q x k||q x pfc|. (8)

I note that in the deep-inelastic approximation, z is the ratio of the minus-component of

the momentum ph. to that of q:

z = p-Jq-. (9)

In the one photon exchange approximation, the spin-averaged cross section per

nucleon for eA —> e'hX may be expressed in terms oi four independent structure functions

which I denote Hf'h (x,Q2,z,pj-). In the deep inelastic limit, the cross section becomes

(10)

Note that it is necessary to study ^dependence in order to isolate H£'h and H^'h. Fur-

thermore,^ dependence (i.e. E dependence at fixed x, Q2) must be measured in order to

separate the four structure functions.



After integrating the cross section over <£, which eliminates dependence on #3 and

#4, and over p r , one obtains an expression in terms of only two independent dimensionless

functions, denoted Hi(x,Q2,z):

dxdydz

In terms of its dependence on y, this expression has the same structure as Eq. (4) or (5).

If R = VC/CFT — 0 m the semi-inclusive case, either because it is measured to be such or

because the simple parton model is invoked, then #2 ^ 2xH\, and Eq. (11) collapses to

do** « • « - « « * * r 2 ]

dx dy dz Q*

For any inclusive process, conservation of four-momentum specifies that

Here P*1 is the total four-momentum, and pM is the four-momentum of a hadron of species

h. When this equation is applied to the difference (Eh — pL,h}, where Eh is the energy,

and pith is the longitudinal component of p^ along the current-target axis, a relationship

is obtained between the semi-inclusive functions, Bf'h (x,Q2,z), and the fully inclusive

structure functions, jpy* (x, Q2). For each value of i,

T1 dz zHt
A-h (x, Q\z)= FX

A (x, Q2) . (14)

In the next section I discuss expectations for the x, Q2, and z dependences of

HA(x,Q2,z) based on the parton model.

3. Parton Model Description

Probabilities qf{£,Q2), qf{£,Q2), and GA{£,Q2) are defined which represent the

quark, antiquark, and gluon number densities in a nucleus, A. These are densities per



nucleon, just as are FA
2(x,Q2), meaning that a factor of 4 has been removed. (These

densities "per nucleon" should not be assumed to be the parton densities of "nucleons

within nuclei".) Subscript / on qf and qj labels the flavor of the quark or antiquark:

u,d,s,c,b,t. Variable £ is the light front fraction of the momentum of the target A carried

by a parton of a given type.

In the parton model,7'8 f, qf{£, Q2), qf{£, Q2), and GA(£, Q2) are measurable quan-

tities. Indeed, £ = x, with x determined from the lepton kinematics, as denned above.

Furthermore, the observable F|A measures the fraction of the momentum of the target A,

per nucleon, carried by quarks and antiquarks, weighted by the squares of the fractional

quark charges ef

F?{x,Q*) = £ 4 * [<#(*,Q2) +qf{x,Q2)} . (15)

3.1 Quark Fragmentation Region

Turning now to the semi-inclusive process eA —> e'hX, let's ask what HA {x, Q2, z)

measures. Recall, z = PK-PA!<1'PA-> Eq. (7). The answer to this question involves a discus-

sion of what happens7'8 to the struck quark after it absorbs the energy and momentum

of the virtual photon. If quarks or gluons could be liberated, then, for sufficiently large

Q2, a free quark or free gluon would emerge from the target along the direction of the

momentum of the exchanged photon. However, quarks and gluons are confined; they are

not observed as asymptotic states. Thus, a spray of hadrons is observed in the final state,

hadrons said to be "fragments of the struck quark". For sufficiently large u and Q2 this

spray is a collimated "jet", well separated from the debris of the spectator partons in the

target. This fragmentation process is described by a fragmentation function, Dh//{z,Q2).

(At sufficiently large Q2, there will be a discernable gluon jet or jets in the final state

in addition to the quark jet. Gluon fragmentation is also described by a fragmentation

function, !?/,/<? (2, Q2). In this paper I will restrict my remarks to quark fragmentation.)

I define two regions of physical interest, distinguished by the magnitude of ph. In

the first region, the dot product PH-PA is finite, whereas q-pA grows in proportion to Q2.

The final hadron h moves with small momentum in the rest frame of the target. Hadron

h is said to be in the "target fragmentation region", where typical long-distance hadron

physics governs the dynamics. Correspondingly, no specific parton model statements can



be made about the z dependence of i/^(x,Q2,2), and the concept of a fragmentation

function does not apply in this region. However, one does expect scaling, i.e. approximate

Q2 independence, at fixed x.

In the second region, pu-pA grows in proportion to Q2, 0 < z < 1. It is in this region

that hadron h is said to be a "fragment of the quark" or antiquark struck by the virtual

photon in the deep inelastic collision. If the separation in momentum of the struck quark

from the target spectators is large enough, it is natural to assume that fragmentation of

the quark into hadrons is independent of production of the quark. Fragmentation should

therefore be described by a function of z, be independent of x, and be independent of

the process in which the quark was produced (i.e. whether deep inelastic lepton scattering,

electron-positron annihilation, hadron-hadron scattering, etc.).

After absorbing the virtual photon, the struck quark carries the same minus-component

of momentum as the incident virtual photon, q~ c* 2u. Therefore, Eq. (9) allows us to

interpret z as the fraction of the (light-front) momentum of the struck quark carried by h.

A word of caution is in order concerning the applicability of the concept of distinct

regions of target fragmentation and quark fragmentation. Observably distinct regions re-

quire large enough separation in momentum of quark and target fragments. Rapidity is a

useful variable for examining this issue.

The rapidity yn of final state hadron h in eA —> e 'hX is defined as

1 \Eh+PhL] , tex
, (16)

where Eh.,Ph,L are the energy and longitudinal component of momentum of hadron h.

(Longitudinal is defined by the direction of the momentum q.) The full range of y/, allowed

kinematically is Y = \nWx = ln(Q2(l - x)/z); Wx is the invariant mass of the system X

in the fully inclusive eA —» e'X.

It has been established13 experimentally that the typical hadronic correlation length

in rapidity is At//, ~ 2. Therefore, if the dynamics of quark fragmentation is to be studied

independently of "contamination" from target fragmentation, it is necessary that Y > 4,

or, equivalently, that

Wx = p _ l L\ > 7.4GeV. (17)



Studies of hadrons produced by neutrino interactions on protons5 confirm that the separa-

tion of quark and target fragmentation products is apparent for Wx > 8 GeV but not for

2 < Wx < <i OV. The values of Wx accessible in the CERN EMC6 and Fermilab E-665

experiments extend high enough to satisfy Eq. (17). However, it appears doubtful that

large enough values can be obtained at SLAC with E < 15 GeV.

If the inequality Eq. (17) is satisfied, it should be possible to measure fragmentation

functions D(z, Q2) over essentially the full range of z, 0 < z < 1. Somewhat smaller values

of Wx may be adequate if attention is restricted to the large z region. As Y is increased

above 2, or

Wx > 3 GeV, (18)

the quark and target fragmentation regions begin to separate. As long as Y > 2, the

hadrons with the largest values of z are most likely quark fragments. Data14 from e+e~ —>

h X show that a distinct function D(z) may have developed for z > 0.5 at W = 3 GeV.

The region extends t o z - 0.2 for W = 4.8 GeV, and to z s- 0.1 for W = 7.4 GeV.

For z > 0.3, fragmentation functions have been obtained from data15 on ep —»• e'lr* X at

E = 11.5 GeV, with 3 < Wx < 4 GeV.

At low values of Q2, where the target and quark fragmentation regions overlap in

momentum space, the concept of distinct production and fragmentation processes may

not be relevant for the description of hadron formation in eA —*• e'hX. This means, in

particular, that nuclear A dependence observed in H*(x,Q2,z) at modest values of Q2

could not be attributed cleanly to nuclear dependence of the fragmentation process.

3.2 Quark Fragmentation Functions

In the region 0 < z < 1 a function Dh/f(z,Q2) is denned which is the probability

for a quark of flavor / to fragment into hadron h in an interval dz about z. In other words,

Dhjf(z, Q2) is the number density in the quark of flavor / of hadrons of type h which carry

a fraction z of the (light-front) momentum of the quark.

In the simple parton model D(z,Q2) is independent of Q2, just as is qf(x,Q2).

Giuonic radiation in QCD generates logarithmic dependence9 on Q2 in both D(z, Q2) and

qf(x, Q2). Neither the full x dependence of q(x, Q2) nor the full z dependence of D(x, Q2)

can be calculated as yet from first principles in quantum chromodynamics. At small



values of z one expects7 D(z,Q2) to be proportional to I /2, whereas at large z constituent

counting rules and spin considerations may be used to specify16'1710 the power p in an

expansion of the form zD(z, Q2) oc (1 - z)p.

In addition to Q2 dependence of q/(x, Q2) and D[z, Q2), gluonic radiative contribu-

tions in QGD generate a finite longitudinal structure function HL{X, Q2,Z) - Hi{x> Q2, Z) -

2xtli(x,Q*fz) as well as finite contributions18 proportional to ff3 and H4 in Eq (10). In

eA—>e 'hXt intrinsic transverse momenta19 of the partons in the initial hadron A and final

hadron h are also a source of finite H$ and Hi contributions, as are higher twist effects.10

The statement of factorization plus the definition of fragmentation functions, D(z, Q2)

for quarks and D(z,Q2) for antiquarks, result in the following expression for the semi-

inclusive structure function Ht{x,Q2,z), valid in the quark fragmentation region, z > 0:

H?'K(x,Q\z) = ^e2x[qf(x,Q2)Dk/f(z,Q2)
f (19)

+ q?(x,Q2)Dh/f(z,Q%

with

!ldzzDhlf{Z>Q2) = £ fldzzDh/f(z,Q2) = 1. (20)
J° h J°

Combining Eqs. (6), (12), (15), and (19), we may observe that when OL/^T — 0»

da{eA-+e'hX)
1 da(eA -»• e'hX) _ dxdydz

<Ttot dz da(eA —> e' X)
dxdy (21)

Zfe
2

f [qf{x,Q*)Dhif{z>Q2)+qf{x,Q2)DhlJ{z,Q2)]

Zfe}(qf(x,Q2)+qf(x,Q2))

This equation simplifies considerably the case of a nucleus with an equal number of protons

and neutrons and x > 0.3. (For x > 0.3, antiquark densities as well as the strange quark

density may be ignored.) Thus,

d<T[eA-+e'hX)

dz
x > 0.3 = I [4Dh/u{z, Q2) + Dk/d{z, Q2)] . (22)
Isoscnlnr
Target



The number of independent fragmentation functions is limited by isospin and charge

conjugation invariance. For example, for pion production,

DK+fu = Dr-/d =Dv+/d = Dr-/u. (23)

#*-/« = Ar+/u = Ar-/d. (24)

D«-/$ = Ar+/, = AT-/.- (25)

Dris =22?,.7 / . (26)

Data on differences of vr+ and ir~ spectra obtained in studies with iaoscalar targets

may be used to isolate specific fragmentation functions. Using Eq. (22), together with

Eqs. (23) and (24), I obtain

Jz
(27)

1 1 da{eA -> e'v~ X)
3 <7tot dz

and

(28)
1 1 da(eA -> e'ir+ X)
3 fftot dz

Relationships (23) and (24) may be used to obtain a very simple expression for

the sum of the ir+ and ir~ yields from a nucleus with an arbitrary neutron/proton ratio.

Ignoring the contributions from strange, charm, and heavier quarks and antiquarks (but

retaining the contributions from the up and down antiquarks), we may show that

I dz + dz

= Dx+/d(z,Q2) + Dr- /d{z,Q2).

Equation (29) should be valid as long as it is safe to ignore the strange quark and antiquark

densities, i.e. for x > 0.1.

10



Note that the fully inclusive and semi-inclusive measurements provide different in-

formation. Inclusive scattering cross sections determine the quark and antiquark densities

of the target, Eq. (15). Semi-inclusive cross sections determine fragmentation functions,

Eqs. (22), (27)-(29). In rough terms, inclusive measurements provide data on constituent

behavior in the initial state, before, scattering occurs, whereas semi-inclusive measurements

yield insight into the final state evolution of the scattered constituents into hadrons.

It has been suggested20 that semi-inchisivs data may !»« •? so>i-c-ro of info?n<is>*.Ieii MI

the x dependence of quark and antiquark densities of nuclei. Equation (21) shows that

extracting information on qf(x,Q2) and qf{x, Q2) from semi-inclusive measurements is

possible only if the fragmentation functions are known fairly precisely.

To appreciate the property of process independence of fragmentation functions,

it is useful to examine briefly the description of hadron production in electron-positron

annihilation at large Q2, e+e~ —* hX. In the one-photon approximation (ignored are

effects associated with the Z°), the cross section differential in z and angle 0 is

,30)
dzdcosO 8 dz 4 dz

In this case z = 2ph • q/Q2 and, in the e+e~ center of mass frame, 0 is the polar angle of

hadron h with respect to the e+e~ collision axis. The variable cos 9 replaces the variable y

defined for eA —+ e'nX. In the parton model, as extended by QCD,

fc^i = 3 f f 0£ e Dh/q(z,Q2)] , (31)

where cr0 = 4ira2/3Q2. Through O(a3), the total cross section for e+e~ —> X is

(l + £ ^ ) ' (32)

where the term proportional to the strong coupling strength a,(Q2) is due to o\{z, Q2) in

Eq. (30). Note the relative simplicity of Eq. (31) when compared with Eq. (19). Because

quark and antiquark structure functions are absent from Eq. (31), the e+e~ data permit a

more direct measurement of the fragmentation function, albeit averaged over contributions

from all flavors of quarks and antiquarks.

11



Data on the properties of fragmentation functions from e+e annihilation experi-

ments may be found in Refs. 14 and 21 and from leptoproduction experiments in Refs. 15,

22, and 23. An example is shown in Fig. 2.

3.3 Nuclear Dependence of Fragmentation Functions?

It may be noted that I have used the notation Dhjf(zrQ
2), implicit!}' suggesting

that this function does not depend on th** target A. Should the fragmentation functions

Dh/f(z,Q*) and £>h//(s,Q2) in Eq. (19) depend on A?

If the statement of factorization is correct, then 5i%ff(z, Q2) must be independent

of A because factorization is the assertion that this function is a process independent

property of hadron h. In QCD, there can be gluon exchanges between the active quark

and the spectator partons in either A or h. To demonstrate the validity of factorization

one must show that these gluon interactions cancel. A proof exists24 for the Drell-Yan

process hA —+ 7*X, but no proof of factorization in QCD has yet been attempted for the

crossed process of interest here, 7* A —* hX. Presumably a "target-length condition" would

emerge from such a proof, analogous to the relationship between Q2 and A necessary for

factorization in the Drell-Yan case: Q2 >

Intuitively one would expect factorization to hold only if the separation in momen-

tum of the struck quark from the target spectators is large enough. In a heavy nucleus,

even in the quark fragmentation region, it is plausible that hadron production may be

modified with respect to that observed in deuterium due to reinteraction effects of either

the fragmenting quarks or the hadrons as they propagate through the nuclear medium. It

is often assumed that fragmentation takes place within a limited interval in space-time.8'25

Because of Lorentz dilation, the process will occur over a distance which increases as v,

the energy of the struck quark, increases. For large enough u, fragmentation would then

occur outside the nucleus. In this case the main effect on fragmentation would be the size

of the quark cross section in nuclear matter. At large Q2 this virtual quark is expected to

have a small interaction probability.26

To explore these issues, it is of obvious interest to study possible nuclear A depen-

dence of fragmentation as a function of u, z, and Q2. The dependence on all these variables

is important. Equations (22), (27), (28), and (29) show that fragmentation functions, or

combinations thereof, could be extracted from experiments done on different nuclei. The

12



ratios of these results, DA(z,Q2)/DD2(z,Q2), should be independent of A if there is no

nuclear dependence. If the ratios approach unity at large u, the expectation of a small

cross section for quark interaction in nuclear matter would be confirmed.

Available data on nuclear dependence of fragmentation are of limited statistics.27"31

Effects of quark and/or hadron reinteraction are seen at low u, but there is no evidence for

such effects for u > 70 GeV. I will not discuss further here physical processes which may

be important at low v where the characteristic quark fragmentation length is comparable

to or less than the radius of the nucleus. Treatments may be found in Refs. 8, 25, and 26.

4. High-Twist Contribution

High twist terms10-11 in the structure functions, q/(x,Q2), and fragmentation func-

tions, D(z, Q2), are contributions which decrease in proportion to an inverse power of Q2

relative to the leading scaling term. They arise from subprocesses in which more than

one constituent in a given hadron is active in the hard scattering process. Sharing of the

large momentum among several active constitutents requires that more than the minimum

number of constituents be off-shell by ~ Q~2. The presence of additional gluon or quark

propagators supplies the additional inverse powers of Q2 in the hard scattering amplitude.

In this section I call attention to a particular high-twist contribution to the fragmen-

tation function10 D*/q(z, Q2). It is of interest in its own right and quantitatively important

for the range of values of Q2 accessible in eA —> e'hX experiments at SLAC. Moreover,

it is an important "background" to the coherent eir —* e'n signal, discussed in Section 6,

where the initial TT is bound in the nucleus.

Consider the diagram for ^*q -* nq sketched in Fig. 3. The initial quark is a

constituent of a target nucleon or nucleus. The final pion is represented by its minimum

Fock space component \qq). For "favored" fragmentation processes such as u —> n+ X or

d -* 7T~ X, this diagram permits one to calculate both the expected large z form of the

scaling term in D(z, Q2) and a Q~2 contribution appropriate at large z. Higher components,

including gluons or additional qq pairs, are present and would supply terms suppressed by

added powers of Q2.
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Extracting a fragmentation function from Fig. 3, one obtains10'32

/>,/ ,(*, Q*) = A[{1 - zf +1-FAQi)}, (33)

where A is a normalization constant discussed below, and Fr(Q
2) is the electromagnetic

form factor of the pion. In the scaling limit, Q2 -> oo, Eq. (33) shows that Dv/q(z) should

fall off as (1 — z)2 as z —> 1. However, for finite Q2, the function DK/q(z) is predicted to

approach a finite value as z —* 1 whose magnitude decreases as Q~2.

Information on the z dependence of D(z, Q2) at large z comes from e+e~ —• irX. An

example is shown in Fig. 2. A fit to (1 - z)n for z > 0.5 yields21 n = 2.08 ±0.21 compatible

with the expectation of n = 2. The value of Q2 for these data, Q2 = (29 GeV)2, is so large

that the high twist term is essentially absent.

Within the context of the approximations made in Ref. 10, the relative normal-

ization between the two terms in Eq. (33) is specified. The overall normalization of the

scaling term, (1 — a)2, is not fixed, but data21 at large z can be used to determine a value

of A in Eq. (33). Doing so, I find values in the range 1 < A <> 2.

For large z, the cross section corresponding to Fig. 3 has the form10

(34)

1(1 - y)Fr(Q
2).

Note that the high twist term discussed here contributes only to the structure function

#2. A test of Eq. (34) requires examining data on eN —> e'rcX for large z and verifying

whether there is a contribution to o(x,Q2,z) which is proportional to (1 - y)/Q2. Tests

made with neutrino and antineutrino data have shown encouraging results,34"36 but much

higher statistics are desirable over a broad range of Q2.

5. Nuclear Dependence of H*'h [eA -» e'hX)

Models1 have been proposed to explain the nuclear (A) dependence of the fully

inclusive structure functions Fi
A(x,Q2). In all approaches deep inelastic scattering occurs
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from quark and antiquark constituents. The approaches differ in the manner in which

the constituents are grouped into color singlet degrees of freedom within a nucleus. These

models provide expectations for the A dependence of the quark and antiquark densities,

If factorization is invoked, then all of these models of the nuclear dependence of

FA(x,Q2) lead to the expectation that at sufficiently large Q2 the A dependence of the

semi-inclusive structure function is expressed as

H*'h(x,Q\z) =
1 (35)

qf(x)L\/f(z,Q2)].

The only dependence on A resides in qA{xtQ
2) and qA(x,Q2) which are the measured

parton densities of a nucleus.

In the remainder of this section I will comment briefly on further implications of

the pion exchange model developed at Argonne.12 It begins with the basic hypothesis

that a nucleus is a bound system of A nucleons plus an indefinite number of mesons. The

mesons are associated with nuclear binding. The structure functions (and hence the quark

distributions) of the nucleons and mesons are not affected by the nuclear medium. They

are the same as those measured on free nucleons and mesons.

The many-body bound state wave function of the nucleus is expressed in terms of

the light-front momenta of the constituent nucleons and mesons. Fractions of the light-

front momentum of the nucleus carried by nucleons and mesons are defined. These are

fractions per nucleon, denoted xT for TT'S, and x^ for nucleons. Number densities per

nucleon of mesons and nucleons are also defined, f*[xT) and JN(ZN), and computed from

the bound state wave function. The mean number of pions per nucleon is given by the

integral / f*(xr) dxv = (n£). Use of light-front dynamics guarantees that the number

densities are invariant under longitudinal Lorentz boosts.

In the pion exchange model, the fully inclusive structure function of a nucleus,

per nucleon, FA(x, Q2) is expressed in terms of the structure functions F^(x,Q2) and
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F£{z, Q2) measured on unbound nucleons and pious:

FA(x,Q2) = [ tf(xw)F; (~,Q2) dxr
J \X /

(36)

Analogous expressions may l>e derived for the quark and antiquark densities per nucleon,

9A(x,Q2) and jjA(a:,Q2), as well as tor the gluon density GA(x,Q'z). For example,

t
Jx

(37)

According to the pion exchange model calculations, (rc£e) = 0.095, meaning that in

an Fe nucleus, there are on average 5 to 6 pions from which deep inelastic scattering occurs.

The mean momentum per nucleon carried by those pions is (a£e) = 0.052. The "books

are balanced" in the sense that momentum lost to nucleons through binding, (xff) < 1, is

carried by exchange pions. The average nucleon momentum (x^) = 1 — (x*) a 0.95. This

average nucleon momentum may be related to the mean one-nucleon separation energy

observed in the reaction (e,e'p). As shown in Fig. 4, the pion exchange model provides

a unified description of /ZEMC(^) for all £• The value of (n£) controls the size of the

enhancement of REMC{X) above unity at small x, whereas (x£) controls the shape and size

of the depression below unity for intermediate x. In the model, there is a modest change

of (n£) with A. For Al, Fe, and Au, {nA) = 0.089, 0.095, and 0.114.

Without further approximations, the pion exchange model may be used to obtain

a convolution formula for semi-inclusive structure functions per nucleon:

H?>h[x,Q\z) = I dx*tf(x
Jxn>X JT

(38)

dxNfA(xN)H»-h(—,Q\z).

This equation expresses the semi-inclusive structure function of a nucleus as the incoherent

sum of the semi-inclusive structure functions of the nucleon and pion constituents of the
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nucleus. The pion and nuclcon densities, /,f (£*•) and /jv(^iv) arc unchanged from the fully

inclusive case.

Structure functions H?'h(x,Q2,z) are those measured on a deuteron target. The

structure functions Hi'k(x,Q'iiz) would require experiments on a pion target: en -+ e'hX.

In the fully inclusive case, it was possible to construct the functions q* (a;, Q2) and F£(x, Q2)

used in Eqs. (36) and (37) from measurements of pion induced massive lepton pair produc-

tion i?N —> nftX. I know of no similarly direct way to obtain the function H*'h(x,Q2,z)

which enters Eq. (38). Therefore, in order to extract specific predictions from Eq. (38),

the x and z dependences of H*>h would have to be modeled. In this sense, Eq. (38) is less

predictive than Eq. (36).

One particularly interesting contribution to cA —> e'nX is associated with elastic

scattering from pions bound in the nucleus. This term is described in the next section.

6. Special Term eir -^ e 'jr_

In this section I consider briefly the possibility of elastic scattering from a con-

stituent pion in the nucleus.38-39 In the deep-inelastic limit, this subprocess provides the

following specific contributions39 to H*\

H?*(x,Q2,z) =0 (39)

B?*{xtQ\z) = 6(1 - z)F2(Q2) f dxvtf{xT)6 (- - l)
J">m W J (40)

Since the pion electromagnetic form factor, Fr(Q
2), falls as Q~2 at large Q2, this special

contribution to eA —» e'wX decreases as Q~4. However, if it could be identified it would

allow a direct measurement of the pion momentum density xfw(x) in nuclei. The charac-

teristic signatures of the contribution are the delta function, 6(1 — z), in Eq. (40) and the

Q~4 dependence.

If Eq.(40) is integrated over x, one obtains

JHt'«(x,Q2,z) = 6(1 - z)(x*)Fl(Q2)- (41)
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Recall that (x£) is the mean momentum per nucleon carried by constituent pions in the

nucleus.

A high twist Q~* contribution of the form of Eq. (40) is also expected for scattering

from a free proton, ep —• e'7rX, and is therefore included in the function H2
 >7r(x,Q2,z)

which appears in Eq. (38). To proceed experimentally towards the identification of the

special term in Eq.(40), it would be necessary to begin with precise measurements with

a deuteron target to determine the full Q2 dependence of H!?'*(X,Q2,Z) at large z. The

special term in Eq.(40) could then be determined from the difference

Ht*[x,Q\z) - / dxNf$(xN)H?'* ( — ,Q\z) .

Of practical concern for the identification of the special term are:

i. Since the pion must exit the nucleus without being absorbed, does the term survive?

ii. Is the term large enough to stand out above various backgrounds?

The concept of "color transparency" 26-40>41 suggests that the final pion will indeed

emerge unscathed from the nucleus at large enough Q2. Exclusive reactions such as en —>

e'n are dominated at large Q2 by contributions from the valence Fock state of the pion,

\qq). The valence state has small transverse separation of the constituents and therefore

negligible hadronic interactions. Correspondingly, a large momentum transfer exclusive

reaction can occur deep within a nuclear target without any elastic or inelastic initial or

final state interaction. In addition to en —*• e'n, aother example would be nA —> 7rp(A' — 1).

To obtain a rough estimate of the expected background to en —> e'n, I adopt Eq.(19) for

the contribution to single pion electroproduction from "conventional sources". Since the

en —* e'n signal is prominent only at large z, Eq.(33) can be used for the fragmentation

function, with A — \. Summing over the charges of pions, and integrating over all x and

0.9 < z < 1, I obtain

'M^z) = \ f1 F2
A(x,Q2)dx f10dzFAQ2), (42)

valid for values of Q2 such that the high twist term in Eq.(33) is dominant at large z.
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Since f Ff(x, Q*)dx ~ 0.5(5/18), I derive a signal to background ratio of

r , s .(special term)
^ ^ ^ ^ ( 4 3 )

a(background) v

The mean momentum per nucleon carried by pions is computed12 to be (x£e) a 0.05, and

I approximate33 FK{Q2} by FT(Q2) ~ (1 + Q2/0.4 GeV2)-1. Correspondingly, rFe > 1 for

Q2 ^ 3 GeV2.

This computation indicates that when an integral is made over all a:, the contri-

bution of the special term exceeds that of conventional sources of single pions as long as

Q2 <> 3 GeV2. An experiment, therefore looks feasible. However, at least two reservations

should be stated. First, the restriction Q2 < 3 GeV2 is in conflict with the assumption of

the deep inelastic limit. A more thorough computation of the structure functions, Eqs. (39)

and (40) should be made with non-asymptotic terms retained in the kinematics. Second,

since experiments are done at fixed x or over a limited interval in x, a more relevant es-

timate of the signal to background ratio would be obtained by comparing Eqs. (19) and

(40) at fixed x rather than after an integral is done over all x.

7. Summary and Conclusions

Some of the points made in this paper include:

• There are four independent structure functions for eA —*• e'hX. To separate them

at fixed x and Q2, it is necessary to study the <j>, pr, and y{= u/E) dependences of

the cross section.

• Values of W\ = Q2(l - x)/x > 50 GeV2 are required for clean separation of quark and

target fragmentation effects in the data and unambiguous extraction of fragmentation

functions D(z, Q2) for the full range of z. Values of Wx k, 5 GeV may be adequate

if attention is restricted to z >, 0.2.

• In the region z > 0, factorization is the statement that the structure functions may

be expressed as a sum of terms each having the form q(x,Q2)D(z, Q2).
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• Study of the nuclear A dependence of fragmentation as a function of Q2, u, x, and

z will provide information on the breaking of factorization and on the dynamics of

parton and hadron interactions in nuclear matter.

• Interesting high twist contributions to the quark fragmentation function Dx/,j{z,Q2)

may be extracted by studying the behavior of Dviq{z,Q2) at large z and modest Q2.

• The pion exchange model developed Lo interpret the A dependence of inclusive struc-

ture functions, F*(x, Q2), leads to specific convolution formulas for the semi-inclusive

structure functions H£'h(x,Q2,z).

• A special term, en —• e'n, in which scattering occurs coherently from pions bound

in nuclei provides a distinct contribution to eA —> e'nX. Identification of this con-

tribution would allow a direct measurement of the pion momentum distribution in

nuclei, /*(&*•).
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F i g u r e C a p t i o n s

Fig. 1. Sketches of a) inclusive reaction eA —> e'X and b) semi-inclusive reaction eA —>

e'-xX.

Fig. 2. Fragmentation function D(z, Q2) from e+e~ -> nX at Q2 = (29 GeV)2, Ref. 21.

Fig. 3. Diagram illustrating a higher-twist subprocess which contributes to ~j*q —• nX.

Fig. 4. A compilation of data published prior to 1986 on the ratio of structure functions

REMO{X, Q2) ^ F2e(x, Q2)/F2)(x,Q2) for deep inelastic electron and muon scattering.

Shown are published results from the EMC Collaboration (Ref. 2), divided by 1.05, as

well as data from the BCDMS Collaboration (Ref. 4), and from SLAC experiments

(Ref. 3), The shaded band indicates the EMC group's estimate of experimental

systematic uncertainties. The solid curve is calculated from the pion exchange model

of Ref. 12. The dashed curve shows the expectation of Q2 rescaling (Ref. 37) with

Q2 = (200x + 10) GeV2 appropriate for the kinematics of the EMC data.
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